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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider two-dimensional foliations in closed hyperbolic 3-manifolds and more gener- 
ally in closed, irreducible 3-manifolds with negatively curved fundamental group. We 
analyze limit sets of leaves of the lifted foliation to the universal cover, These limit sets are 
subsets of the ideal sphere at infinity. 
Limit sets of lifts of compact surfaces in hyperbolic 3-manifolds are well understood and 
they play an essential role in the theory of Kleinian groups [33,34,25]. For example, let S be 
an incompressible surface in a closed, hyperbolic 3-manifold M and let 3 be a lift of S to the 
universal cover. Deep work of Thurston [34], Bonahon [3] and Marden [22] shows there is 
a fundamental dichotomy: either S is up to finite covers a fiber of M over the circle, or 
S corresponds to a quasi-Fuchsian subgroup of rci(M). The two options correspond, 
respectively, to the following properties of the limit set of 5: either the limit set of 3 is the 
whole sphere or it is a Jordan curve of Hausdorff dimension less than two. 
The main goal of this article is to show that this dichotomy holds for many foliations, 
that is, either the limit set of every leaf (of the lifted foliation) is the whole sphere or all limit 
sets are very small. We first remark that there are many known cases where every limit set is 
the whole sphere, for instance in fibrations over the circle [33] and for many Anosov 
foliations [l 11. There are also many examples where no limit set is the sphere at infinity 
c33,91. 
The definition of negatively curved groups [17] usually includes finite groups and finite 
extension of infinite cyclic groups, that is, elementary groups. If rci (M) is elementary, then 
the ideal boundary of the universal cover (denoted by 8fi) is not a sphere. For this reason, 
we will not consider elementary groups here. The convention used throughout his article is 
as follows: a negatively curved z,(M) is assumed to be nonelementary. The term non- 
elernentary will usually be omitted. 
The first general result concerning limit sets of foliations was proved in [lo]: let B be 
a Reebless foliation in a closed, irreducible 3-manifold M with negatively curved funda- 
mental group. Let @ be the lift of 9 to the universal cover of M and let 2 be the leaf space 
of #-. Then if ~9 is homeomorphic to the real numbers (R), it follows that AF = S’, for every 
F in $. In a similar fashion, the results of this article show that in general the topological 
properties of 2 are fundamental for understanding the behavior of the limit sets of leaves of 
9. Our first result is a basic dichotomy: 
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THEOREM A. Let 9 be a Reebless foliation in M3, so that M has negatively 
curved fundamental group. Let 9 be the lifted,foliation to the universal cover a of M. Then 
either 
(1) AF = S’, for every leaf F of g”-, or 
(2) AF # S’, for every leaf F of .@. 
It is easy to construct examples with Reeb components, where the conclusion of 
Theorem A fails. 
This results begs the following question: Under which conditions on 9 are all limit sets 
of leaves of @ the whole sphere at infinity? We remarked before that a sufficient condition is 
that X is homeomorphic to the reals and a natural question to ask is if this is a necessary 
condition too. We show that in 3-manifolds with negatively curved fundamental group, 
2 being Hausdorff implies that Y? is homeomorphic to R and that 5 is Reebless. The 
question above is then rephrased as: Is it true that AF = S”, for all F E @ if and only if 2 is 
Hausdorll’? In this article we show that this question has a positive answer when there is 
a compact leaf in 9: 
THEOREM B. Let 9 be a foliation in M3 closed, irreducible with negatively curved 
fundamental group. Suppose that @ has a compact leaf Then AF = S’, for every leaf of g if 
and only if 9 has HausdorfSleaf space. 
We then analyze the situation where the limit sets are not the whole sphere and study 
topological and measure-theoretic properties of the limit sets. Henceforth, we restrict to 
Reebless foliations. For the measure-theoretic properties, we restrict to hyperbolic 3- 
manifolds. 
First some preliminary definitions. Since 1\;1 is simply connected, the foliation @ is 
transversely oriented and a transversal orientation to @ is fixed. Suppose that 2 is not 
Hausdorff. Then a pair of leaves of @ which do not have disjoint g-saturated neighbor- 
hoods are said to be nonseparated from each other. We also say that the pair of leaves forms 
a branching pair and that g has branching. Using the transversal orientation to $, we can 
then define branching in the positive and negative directions. 
Suppose that p is a point in S”, which is not in A F, F E 8. Then we say that p is above 
F if p is the limit of a sequence of points in fi which are all in the component of fi - F 
which is in the positive side of F. Similarly define p is below F. 
If M is hyperbolic then S’, has a natural conformal structure and is then identified to the 
Riemann sphere e. It also has a well-defined measure class. 
THEOREM C. Let B be a Reeblessfoliation in M3 closed, hyperbolic. Suppose that AF # e 
for some (and hence for all) F E .F. Assume that at least one of the following three conditions 
hold: 
(i) there is a compact leaf in 5, 
(ii) there is branching in the positive and negative directions of 9, 
(iii) there are L1, L2 E 9 and pI,p2 E e, so that p1 is above L1 and pz is below L,. 
Then there is k < 2 so thatfor any F E g-, the limit set AF has HausdorfSdimension less than k. 
In particular, every AF has zero Lebesgue measure. 
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Notice that this applies to all finite depth foliations because they all have compact 
leaves. Recall that Gabai [14] proved that any hyperbolic 3-manifold M with HZ(M) # 0 
has many Reebless finite depth foliations. 
Another application is the following: the stable and unstable foliations of a transitive 
Anosov flow in a 3-manifold M always satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem C [12]. Since 
Anosov flows in 3-manifolds with negatively curved fundamental group are always transi- 
tive [13] this implies: 
COROLLARY D. Let CD be an AnosovJlow in M3 closed, with negatively curved fundamental 
group. Let 9*I” be the stable two-dimensionalfoliation associated to Q and let p be the lifted 
foliation to the universal cover. Then either AF = S”, for all F E 9’ or there is k < 2 so thatfor 
all F E p, Ar has Hausdorffdimension less than k and in particular zero Lebesgue measure. 
Here are the key ideas of the proof of Theorem C. Any of the three conditions implies 
that there is E > 0 so that for any leaf F E #“, the limit set Ar misses at least some disk of 
radius E in C. This then implies that the convex hull of Ar in H3 has bounded thickness, 
where thickness is the distance from a point to the boundary of the convex hull in H3. The 
last step is the following result which was suggested to us by Curt McMullen and is of 
independent interest. Notice that there are no group actions involved. 
THEOREM E. Let Y c c closed, so that the convex hull of Y has bounded thickness. Then 
the HausdorfSdimension of Y is strictly less than two. In particular, Y has zero Lebesgue 
measure. 
Even though the conditions in Theorem C are fairly general, they are not all inclusive. 
Meigniez [23] produced a class of foliations in hyperbolic 3-manifolds which fiber over the 
circle, for which both (i) and (ii) fail. We show in the last section that these foliations also fail 
condition (iii). We prove that for these foliations all leaves in the universal cover have limit 
sets which are Sierpinski curves. 
We therefore study foliations which fail all of the conditions in Theorem C. These are 
called VY-foliations. We show that the methods used to derive Theorem C cannot be used in 
the case of ?J-foliations. On the other hand ?V-foliations have enough inner structure to 
force the following results: 
THEOREM F. Let 9 be a Reebless, V-foliation in M3 closed, hyperbolic. Then either 
AF = C for all F E p or 9’ = IJr t .p AF is a set ofjrst category in e. In addition, either .P’ has 
Hausdorff dimension strictly less than two or Ar has HausdorfSdimension 2 for all F E 3. 
Finally, either Y has zero Lebesgue measure, or dp has full measure and for every F E g, 
Ar has positive Lebesgue measure. 
Given these results we ask the following question: let F be a Reebless foliation in M” 
closed, hyperbolic. Is it true that either Ar = C for all FE 9 or Ar has zero Lebesgue 
measure for all F E #? (This is the Ahlfors measure conjecture for foliations.) A stronger 
question is: If AF # C for some F E 9, does it follow that there is k < 2, so that all limit sets 
have Hausdorff dimension c k? 
Finally, using the results above we can show: 
THEOREM G. Let 9’ be a Reebless foliation in M3 closed, with negatively curved 
fundamental group. Suppose that AF # Si for some F E g. Then AL has empty interior 
for every L E 3. 
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2. FULL LIMIT SETS 
Let M be a closed, irreducible 3-manifold with negatively curved fundamental group 
rcr (M) as defined by Gromov [ 171; see also [ 151. Then the universal cover ii?i has 
a canonical compactification with an ideal boundary afi. Bestvina and Mess [2] proved 
that afi is homeomorphic to a 2-dimensional sphere and we will, therefore, denote it by S’,. 
In addition they showed that BUS’, is homeomorphic to a closed 3-ball. The limit set of 
a set B c fi is Ag = BnSi where the closure is taken in fiuS”,. 
This situation includes the case when M is hyperbolic, that is, M admits a Riemannian 
metric of constant negative curvature - 1. In that case, there is a natural conformal 
structure in S”,, which is then identified to the Riemann sphere C. In addition, there is 
a natural notion of zero Lebesgue measure and Hausdorff dimension for sets in c. 
A Reeb component of a two-dimensional foliation of a 3-manifold is a foliated three- 
dimensional solid torus V so that: dV is a leaf and the foliation is a fibration over the circle 
in I/ - 8V. The leaves in the interior of V are all planes and spiral towards the boundary 
torus. Clearly the boundary leaf is not injective in the fundamental group level. Novikov’s 
theorem [27] shows that if a foliation has a leaf which does not inject in the fundamental 
group level then it has a Reeb component. A foliation 9 is taut if for any leaf F E B there is 
a closed transversal “/ to 9 which intersects F. It implies that F is Reebless. 
Let rc : Ji?f + M be the universal covering map. For any foliation 9 with lift # to the 
universal cover 1\;1, let X be the leaf space of g obtained by collapsing leaves of @ to 
points. This notation will be fixed throughout the article. 
Given any codimension one foliation 9 in a closed manifold M”, there is a double cover 
of M so that B lifts to a transversely orientable foliation in the double cover [4]. It follows 
therefore that @ is always transversely orientable. We fix once and for all a transversal 
orientation to @. Almost all results in this article concern behavior in the universal cover. 
Therefore, unless otherwise stated we implicitly assume, after taking a finite cover of M if 
necessary, that all foliations are transversely oriented and that M is orientable. 
Let F be a Reebless foliation in a closed 3-manifold M. Then if M # S2 x S’, the leaves 
of Z@ are topological planes [30,27]. If a leaf of 8 is not properly embedded in fi then it 
limits on a point of rii. It is easy to produce a closed transversal to 9, which projects to 
a null homotopic closed transversal to 9. This contradicts the fact that 9 is Reebless [27]. 
Therefore any leaf F of 4 separates fi. Otherwise, there would be a closed loop y in 
1\22 intersecting F only once. The intersection of y and F could be homotoped away by 
a compactly supported homotopy of y, contradiction. 
Definition 2.1. Let .9 be a Reebless foliation in M3 closed. As each F E $ separates Ii?, 
then @ - F has two components. Using the transversal orientation to 8 we can then define 
tii = (the component of fi - F on the positive side of F) 
and similarly define /i?i. The set fik is also called the front of F and similarly Ii?; is the 
back of F. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let 6 be a tautfoliation in M3 closed. Thenfor any F E 3, n(I&) = M 
and n:(i@.) = M. 
Proof: For any x E M let W, be the set of points y E M, so that y = y(l), where 
y : [0, l] + M is a smooth path, transverse to F, with y(O) = x and y(s) moves in the positive 
transversal direction to Y when s increases. Clearly W, is open. Let yi E W, with yi --* y. 
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Choose all yi and y in a product neighborhood U of 9. Let a be a closed transversal to %? 
so that y E Q. We may assume all yi E a. Then yi followed by a subpath of a produces 
a transversal to 9, from x to y. Hence, W, is closed and as M is connected, then W, = M. 
Fix F E % and choose x E n(F). Let y E M, then y E W, so let y be a transversal from 
x to y. Lift x to x” E F and lift y to jj starting in x”. Let y” be the other endpoint of 7. Since 
jj is transversal to %‘, it follows that y” E fik. But n(j) = y. This finishes the proof. 0 
We now prove theorem A of the introduction: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let % be a Reebless foliation in M3 closed with negatively curved rcI(M). 
If a leaf G E % has S”, as its limit set AG, then for every leaf F E 9, AF = S”,. 
Proof. If 9 is not taut, let SE % not intersecting a closed transversal. Goodman 
[16] proved that S is compact and has zero Euler characteristic. As S is incompressible, 
this would produce a Z @ Z subgroup of nI(M) (which is possibly an index two sub- 
group of nl(S)). This contradicts the fact that zl(M) is negatively curved [17]. Therefore 
% is taut. 
Since % is Reebless then M is irreducible [31]. Assume that AG = S’, for some 
GE 9. Let F be any leaf of 8. Since % is taut, Proposition 2.2 shows that n(!$) = M. 
Therefore, there is a covering translate g(G) of G so that the leaf g(G) is contained in 
ii?:. Similarly, there is covering translate h(G) c fi:. Let p E Si. Then p E &Cc) and 
p E AhcGj. Since F separates g(G) from h(G) this implies that p E AF also. We conclude that 
AF = S’,. 0 
Remark. Reebless is needed as shown by the following example: start with a fibration 
%’ over the circle with pseudo-Anosov monodromy [6], hence the underlying manifold 
is hyperbolic [35]. Let y be a closed transversal intersecting a fiber G of %’ once. 
Remove a solid torus neighborhood I/ of y and replace the foliation there by a Reeb 
component. Spiral the leaves of the original foliation around 8V to obtain a foliation 
% with a Reeb component V. Let F be the leaf of % coming from G. Let F” be a lift to ii? 
and G be the corresponding lift of G to 1\7r. The limit set of G is the whole sphere Sg. 
Notice that F contains G minus a disk, hence Ao contains AC, so Ar: = Si. But if T is 
any lift of dV to ti then AT contains only two points, so clearly the conclusion of Theorem 
2.3 fails. 
We proved in [lo] that if % is a Reebless foliation in M3, closed, irreducible with zl(M) 
negatively curved in the large (and x1(M) nonelementary) and in addition 2 z R, then 
AF = S’, for every F E @. An important question is to decide whether this is an if and only if 
condition. 
It turns out that the right question to ask is slightly different. First we claim that 
Reeblessness of the foliation is implied by either of these conditions. In fact instead of 
2 g R we need only assume that _# is Hausdorff. In order to see this, assume first that all 
limit sets AF are S”,. If there is a Reeb component I/ in % then either (1) I/ lifts to a solid 
torus in A, in which case ail leaves of .@ in the solid torus have empty limit set, 
contradiction. The other option is (2) V lifts to an infinite thickened tube in Ii? which is 
invariant under a nontrivial covering translation to fi and therefore has 2 limit points, 
again a contradiction. 
The fact ;X being Hausdorff implies 2 g R and % Reebless is not so easy to see and it 
is not even true for general foliations. We stress that when Reebless is dropped, one cannot 
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say much about X in general. For instance consider a foliation of S3 consisting of two Reeb 
components glued along their common boundary. Since S3 is simply connected this is the 
picture of 9 also. Then X consists of one point coming from the torus leaf and a circle of 
leaves each coming from leaves in the interior of each Reeb component. The circle points are 
manifold points of 2, however the point corresponding to the torus leaf is not separated 
from any other point of the foliation: any open, 9 saturated neighborhood of the torus leaf 
is the whole manifold. The next result shows, however, that the Hausdorff hypothesis on 
X is very strong. It implies for instance that if &? is Hausdorff and n,(M) is negatively 
curved in the large then 9 is Reebless, because rrl (M) $ Z. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let 9 be a codimension one foliation in M” closed and g its lift to A?i. Zf 
9 has Hausdorff leaf space then this leaf space is homeomorphic to R. Zf in addition n = 3 and 
.9 is not Reebless then M is homotopy equivalent to S2 x S’ and so x1(M) E Z. 
Proof: The manifold M is covered by a finite collection of foliation boxes. Lift these 
foliation boxes to A. If a leaf F of @ intersects a foliation box in 2 distinct sheets, one can 
produce a closed transversal to 5 as follows: go along F from one sheet to the other and 
then close up with a short transversal in the foliation box to produce a’. Because 9 is 
transversely oriented the transverse orientations at the endpoints of the arc in F agree and, 
therefore, Co can be slightly perturbed to produce a closed curve IX transversal to $ Then 
a bounds an immersed disk D which can be put in general position with respect to 
3 producing an induced singular foliation in D with centers and saddle singularities and 
transverse to 8D [27]. As shown in [27,18] there is an infinite leaf fl of the induced foliation 
which limits to a closed leaf 6. Let 2, W be leaves of @ with 6 c W and p c Z. It follows 
that Z limits on W and hence W is not separated from Z, contradiction to J? being 
Hausdorff. 
Therefore, each foliation box maps injectively into X and &? is a one-dimen- 
sional manifold. Since it is connected and Hausdorff it is homeomorphic to either 
R or S’. The latter case produces a closed transversal to 9, again a contradiction, so 
X z R. 
Suppose now in addition that n = 3 and that F has a Reeb component V. Let 
x E T = dV and y a closed loop in M with basepoint x. Fix lifts x” E ?- c P of x, T, V, 
respectively, to fi. Let g be the covering translation of ii? associated to y. Suppose that 
g(F) # F;. If g(T) c P, then rc(g(T)) is contained in the interior of V, contradiction. 
Otherwise, since 2 2 R and g acts as an orientation preserving transformation of R it 
follows that T c g(p), also a contradiction. Hence g(T) = p and since y was arbitrary, this 
shows that x,(T) surjects into zl(M). As a matter of fact, zl(T) r Z @ Z and we can 
assume one of the generators is a meridian of V, hence nl (M) is a quotient of Z. But if zl(M) 
is finite then there is a Reeb component of $ in fi contradicting X is Hausdorff. Hence 
zl(M) z Z. 
Let N be the closure of M - V in M. Then rrn, (T) surjects into rci(N). If T is incompress- 
ible in N then Theorem 10.6 of [19] implies that N is homotopy equivalent to T x [0, 11, 
contradiction. Hence T is compressible and by the loop theorem [19] there is a simple 
closed curve CI c T not null homotopic in T and bounding an embedded disk D in N. Cut 
N along D to produce a manifold Q with sphere boundary. If Q is not simply connected then 
x1(M) would be expressed as a nontrivial free product, contradiction. Therefore, Q is 
a homotopy 3-ball and given the conditions on nl(M) it follows that M is homotopy 
equivalent to S2 x S’. The difficulty here is that we are not assuming that M is irreducible, 
which under the hypotheses would imply that M is homeomorphic to S2 x S’. q 
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Remark. The manifold S2 x S’ is a true exception. It can be decomposed into a union of 
two solid tori glued along common boundary. Putting Reeb components in each of the solid 
tori produces a foliation % so that % has Hausdorff leaf space. 
We now prove Theorem B of the introduction: 
THEOREM 2.5. Let % be a codimension one foliation in M3, closed, irreducible with x,(M) 
negatively curved, Let $ be the lift to A. Suppose that there is a compact leaf in 8. Then 
AF = S’, for every F E # if and only if the leaf space of @ is Hausdor- 
Proof: Suppose first that 2 is Hausdorff. By our convention x1(M) is nonelementary, 
hence the previous proposition implies that % is Reebless. The same proposition shows that 
2 g R and as proved in [lo] this implies that AF = S”, for every leaf of %. This does not 
use the existence of a compact leaf. 
Suppose now that AF = S’, for every leaf of %. As proved in the paragraphs preceding 
Proposition 2.4, this also implies that % is Reebless. Let S be a compact leaf of % and fa lift 
of S to fi. Since % is Reebless then S is an incompressible surface in M. By the 
hyperbolization theorem for Haken manifolds [33,34,25] it follows that M admits a hyper- 
bolic structure. By the main dichotomy for limit sets of lifts of compact leaves in hyperbolic 
manifolds [3,22,33] and the fact that As = S”, it follows that S is a virtual fiber. Since S is 
a leaf of a transversely oriented foliation, S is in fact a fiber [9]. 
Cut M along S to produce S x Z (where I = [0, 11). % induces a foliation 9 in S x Z 
which is tangent to the boundary. Let {.Zi}, 1 6 i < n be a minimal collection of 
disjoint simple closed curves in S cutting it into a union of pairs of pants. Let Ei = Ji x 1. By 
a small perturbation of Ei we may assume it is in general position with respect o 3, hence 
there is an induced singular foliation in Ei. Using the techniques of Roussarie [32] one can 
isotope EL so that it is transverse to Q except for isolated saddle singularities. By Euler 
characteristic reasons, it follows that there are no singularities of the induced foliation and 
Ei is transverse to $!?. Isotope the vertical foliation in S x Z so that Ei is a union of vertical 
fibers. 
Let now R be a pair of pants in the decomposition of S and let B1,BZ be disjoint 
properly embedded arcs in R cutting R into a disc with corners D. Let Ai = Bi x I. By 
isotopy of Ai we may assume that it is transverse to Y except for saddle singularities. Since 
each corner (there are 4 of those) in the boundary of Ai contributes l/4 to the computation 
of the foliation index of Ai, it follows that there are no singularities; that is, Ai is transverse to 
3. We can then assume that Ai is a union of vertical fibers in S x I. Let C be the manifold 
obtained by cutting R x I along Ai. Then C is homeomorphic to D x I and the induced 
foliation is tangent o D x (0, l} and transverse to aD x [0, 11. By Reeb stability [30] it now 
follows that the foliation in D x [0, l] is isotopic to a product foliation where the leaves are 
horizontal. 
We conclude that ‘?J is isotopic to a foliation transverse to the vertical fibers in S x I. Let 
Si == S x {i}, i = 0,l and Si be coherent lifts to Ii?. Let L be a leaf of 9 in S x (0,l). Then 
projection along vertical fibers to So is a covering map. Lifting to I?? produces a covering 
map z -+ gO. Since they are simply connected this is a homeomorphism. This shows that 
any leaf of 4 between $, and s”, intersects once and only once a fixed segment of the 
vertical fibration. Hence the space of leaves of % between S0 and flf (including them) is 
homeomorphic to a closed interval. It now follows that the leaf space of % is homeomor- 
phic to R. 0 
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Fig. 1. (a) Branching in the positive direction in .@, (b) branchig in the n_egative direction. The arrows indicate 
positive transversal orientation to 9. 
3. HAUSDORFF DIMENSION 
From now on we assume that 9 is a Reebless foliation in M3 closed, with z,(M) 
negatively curved in the large. That implies that M is irreducible [31] and that leaves of 
# are planes and separate fi. Then each leaf of 9 intersects a foliation box at most once, 
which implies that X is a one-dimensional manifold, which may not be Hausdorff. In 
addition X is connected, simply connected, noncompact, with a countable base. 
DeJinition 3.1. Two leaves F, G of 9 are said to be not separated from each other (or 
briefly F, G non separated) if they do not have disjoint, open, $ saturated neighborhoods. 
In that case we also say that F, G form a branching pair of & Equivalently there are E E @ 
so that Fi converges to FUG as i + co (and perhaps converges to other leaves as well). 
If F, G are not separated and 9 is Reebless then F is either on the positive or negative 
side of G, say it is on the negative side of G. The condition Fi -+ FUG then implies that G is 
also on the negative side of F. In that case we say that F and G are not separated on their 
negative sides and F, G are associated to branching in the positive direction or positive 
branching, Fig. l(a). Otherwise we say that F and G are not separated on their positive sides, 
producing negative branching, Fig. l(b). 
The existence of branching in g distorts our intuitive view of the relative position of 
leaves of $? For instance, if F, G E # and G is in the back of F it does not necessarily follow 
that F is in the front of G. In fact, if F and G are not separated from each other on their 
negative sides then F is also in the back of G. On the other hand, if F and G intersect 
a common transversal to $ and G is in the back of F then F is in the front of G. 
Dejinition 3.2. Let 4 be Reebless in M3 with rri (M) negatively curved. Given F E 4, let 
Qr = s’, - Ar. 
Let p $ Ar. We say that p is above F if there is a neighborhood I/ of p in i@uSL so that 
VnA is in the front of F. Let 
Qb={pESiJpisaboveF}. 
Similarly define ideal points below F by Q$ = QF - C&. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let 9 be a Reebless foliation in M3 closed, with nI(M) negatively curved. 
Suppose that there is L’ E $ with ALP # S ‘,. Assume in addition that at least one of the 
following conditions occur: 
(i) 9 has a compact leaf 
(ii) & has branching in the positive and negative directions, or 
(iii) there are G, H E 9 with Sz’, # 8 and Szk # 0. 
Then for any F E .@-, C$ # 0 and C$ # 0. 
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G, 
2% 1 F2 --&Ii 
(4 (b) 
I) n; 
Fig. 2. (a) Producing nil, (b) Producing Cl&,,. 
Proof: As 9 is Reebless, then M is irreducible [31]. If there is a compact leaf of S 
of 9, then M is hyperbolic [33,25]. Let !? be a lift of S to fi. Since AL, # S’,, Theorem 2.3 
shows that As # S”,. Hence xi(S) corresponds to a quasi-Fuchsian subgroup of x1(M) 
and As is a Jordan curve in e:, so Szk # 8 and Qg # 8. This reduces to case (iii) with 
G=H=f. 
Assume then that p has branching in both directions. Suppose there is L’ E @ with 
Sz:. # 0. Let then G = L’. Let F1,F2 which are not separated on their negative sides. 
By hypothesis and Theorem 2.3, QF, # 0. If 52g1 # 0 take H = F1. Otherwise Szf;, # 0. 
Since F2 is in the back of F1, then F1 separates F2 from Sz;,. In addition F1 is in the 
back of F, so Qi2 # 0, see Fig. 2(a). In this case take H = F2. This reduces the proof 
to case (iii). 
From now on suppose that there are G, H E & with Q’, # 0 and Szk # 0. 
Let F E 3 and y E x(F). Let z E H and x = n(z). As shown in Proposition 2.2, there 
is a curve y transversal to 9 going from x to y. Lift it to y starting at z. Let w be the 
other endpoint of y. Since rc(w) = y E n(F), there is a covering translate g(F) of F with 
w tz g(F). This shows that g(F) is in the front of H and H is in the back of g(F). Then 
%F, 13 Qk # 0, see Fig. 2(b), hence Szi # 0. Using Of, # 0, we obtain Szk # 0. This finishes 
the proof. cl 
Remark. The following condition which is a combination of (ii) and (iii) yields the 
conclusion of Theorem 3.3: suppose that # has branching in the positive direction and 
there is F E .$ with QL # 0. This is exactly what is needed when addressing condition (ii) of 
the theorem. 
For the remainder of this section, all foliations will be in hyperbolic 3-manifolds. Let 
d, be the spherical metric in c so that e has diameter c and let dh be the hyperbolic metric in 
H”. When using the upper space model for H3, that is, H3 = {(z, t)lz E C,t E R+}, let 
d, denote the Euclidean metric in R2 = C c e. Then B,(p, r) denotes the ball centered at 
p and radius r of the metric d, and let S,( p, r) denote the corresponding sphere. 
Dejnition 3.4 (Thurston [33]). Given Y a closed subset of c:, its convex hull CH( Y) is 
the smallest convex set of H3 containing all geodesics of H3 with endpoints in Y. 
The thickness of a set C c H3 at x E C is the distance (in H3) from x to dC c H3 (or 
+ co when C = H3). A set has bounded thickness if there is an upper bound for the 
thickness at all of its points. 
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PROPOSITION 3.5. Let g be a Reebless foliation in M3 closed, hyperbolic. Suppose 
that there is L’ E 9 with ALP # S’, and in addition that at least one of thefollowing conditions 
hold: 
(i) 9 has a compact leaf, 
(ii) @ has branching in the positive and negative directions, or 
(iii) there are G, H E $ with !& # 8 and Qk # 8. 
Then the convex hull of any F E 9 has uniformly bounded thickness. 
Proof By the previous theorem the hypothesis imply that Qi # 8 and Qk # 8, VL E 9. 
Fix L E #. There is r > 0 and there are p. E &, p1 E Szk with Z,, = B,(p,, r) c Qi and 
Zr = B,(pI,r) c s2:. If FE @ is in the back of L, then A,n& = 0, so AFnZo = 0 and 
consequently CH(Ar)nCH(ZJ = 0. Similarly, if F is in front of L then AFnZ1 = 8, which 
implies that CH(Ar)nCH(Z1) = 0. This shows that for any F E 9, the limit set AF misses at 
least some disk of radius r > 0. We now show that this property implies that the convex hull 
of AF has uniformly bounded thickness. Fix x E H3 and let 
a0 = dh(x, XH(Z,)) + d,,(x, XH(Z,)). 
Let al be the hyperbolic diameter of a fundamental domain D of M in H3. 
We claim that for any FE 9, the thickness of CH(AF) is less than a0 + al. Let 
y E CH(A& and choose a covering translation g with dh(g(y),x) < al. Then 
g(CH(A,)) = CH(A,&. Suppose g(F) is in the back of L, hence CH(A,,,,)nCH(Z,) = 0. 
Since dh(x, XH(Z,)) < ao, it follows that d,,(g(y), XH(Z,)) < a, + al. Hence 
d&(y), dCH(A,&) d al + a,. 
Applying g- ’ yields the result. 0 
LEMMA 3.6. There is a constant c > 0 so that: for any i E N and Z closed subset of C with 
Z being r/i dense in B,(p, r) c C, then the thickness of CH(Z) is bounded below by (log i)/2 - c. 
Proof Let i > 40. We can triangulate a region t C containing B,(p, 9r/lO) as follows: 
first consider equilateral triangulations with triangles of euclidean length 3r/i. Since dia- 
meter of such triangles is 3r/i we can triangulate a region contained in B,(p,r) and 
containing B,(p, r - 3r/i). For each vertex of this triangulation, choose a point of 
Z closest to this vertex, hence closer than l/3 the length of the original sides. The new 
vertices in Z then define a new triangulation of a region c C which contains 
B,(p, r - 3r/i - r/i) = B,(p, r - 4rli) I B,(p,9r/lO). The sides of the triangles have length 
< 5/i. For any such triangle, consider the corresponding ideal triangle of H3 with those 
vertices as ideal vertices. The union of these hyperbolic ideal triangles forms a surface V in 
H3. This surface separates B,(p,9r/lO) from the horizontal plane U of H3 at (euclidean) 
height 5r/i inside W = CH(B,(p, 9r/lO))uB,(p,9r/lO) (a subset of H3uCu{co}). Notice 
that the surface I/ is contained in CH(Z). 
Let R be the region c W c H3 above V. Any u E R is contained in a geodesic arc of H3 
with endpoints in I/ (or in Z), hence u E CH(Z) so R c CH(Z). Let y be the geodesic of H3 
with ideal points p, co. Let p1 = CH(S,(p,9r/10))ny,pz = ynU, see Fig. 3. Then 
dh(p1,p2) = log% = log i - log(50/9). 
rt 
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Fig. 3. Big convex hulls. a2 = ilogi - flog(50/9). 
Let p3 E 3’ be the midpoint (in hyperbolic distance) between pi and p2. Then 
Bh(p3, ilog i - *log 50/9) c R c CH(Z), 
so the thickness of CH(Z) is 3 tlogi - flog50/9. This finishes the proof. 0 
PROPOSITION 3.7. For any a > 0 there is a positive integer N = N(a) so that: let Y be 
a closed subset of c so that the convex hull CH(Y) has thickness bounded above by a. Thenfor 
any disk B,(x, r) there is a subdisk B,(y, r/N) disjoint from Y. 
Proof Suppose this is not true. Then there is a > 0 so that for each i E N, there are 
Yi c C closed SO that thickness of CH( Yi) is bounded above by a and there are B,(Xi, ri) SO 
that Yi is ri/i dense in Bs(xi,ri). Our strategy is to transfer the situation to the upper half 
space model of H3 and then use the previous lemma. 
Choose elliptic isometries of H3 sending Xi to the south pole v E C:. These preserve the 
thickness of CH( Yi) and act as isometries in the spherical metric of C hence after renaming 
we may assume that Yi is rJi dense in B,(v,rJ. Recall that the spherical diameter of C 
is n. Restricting to B,(v,rJ2) then Yi is (ri/2)/(i/2) d ense in these discs, so after taking 
a subsequence and renaming if necessary we may assume that ri 6 742. 
Identify the unit ball model of H3 to the upper half space model of H3 so that C is 
identified with Cu{co) (C = R2) by stereographic projection and v is identified to 0 E C and 
the north pole to {cc}. The sets B,(v, ri) are taken to B,(O, Si). The thickness of CH( Yi) is 
unchanged. The southern hemisphere of C is identified to B,(O, 1) by a conformal map so 
that the metrics are distorted by a uniform bounded amount. Hence there is al > 0 so that 
Yi is si/ai i dense in B,(O, si), Vi E N (now in the euclidean metric in C). Notice that si d 1. 
Again after taking a subsequence if necessary we may assume that Yi is si/‘i dense in B,(O, si). 
This is a direct contradiction to the previous lemma and finishes the proof. q 
We now prove Theorem E. It is the desired tool needed to obtain an upper bound for the 
Hausdorff dimension of limit sets. As opposed to what happens when studying limit sets of 
Kleinian groups, there is no group action involved. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let Y c c closed, such that the convex hull of Y has bounded thickness. 
Then the Hausdorff dimension of Y is strictly less than two. The bound depends only on the 
thickness. In particular, the Lebesgue measure of Y is zero. 
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Proof: Clearly Y # C. Hence we use the upper half-space model for H3. Since the 
Hausdorff dimension of Y is unchanged by affine transformations we may assume that Y is 
contained in B,(O, l/2) c C. Let N/3 be the integer given by Proposition 3.7 associated to 
the thickness of Y. Choose k with 
logW2 - 1) < k < 2 
log N 
Let Q,(O, b) be the Euclidean square in C centered at 0 and with sides of length b. Cover 
Q,(O, 1) by N2 squares with sides of length l/N and intersecting only in the boundary. By 
Proposition 3.7 there is a disk B’ of radius 3/(2N) with B’ c B,(O, l/2) and B’n Y = 8. Hence 
B’ c Q,(O, 1) and B’ has to contain at least one of the N2 subsquares. Therefore, at most 
N* - 1 subsquares can meet Y. Inductively subdivide each small square into N* congruent 
squares. For each subdivision into N2 squares at most N* - 1 meet Y, hence at step i there 
are N*’ squares with sides of length l/N’, at most (N2 - l)i of which meet Y. The (N* - 1)’ 
subsquares form a covering of Y. We let 
H(k, i) = 
squares intersecting Y 
Given the value of k, then (N* - l)/(Nk) is equal to c < 1. Hence H(k, i) -+ 0 as i + co. It 
follows that Y has zero Hausdorff measure in dimension k [7]. Hence Hausdorff dimension 
of Y is less than or equal to k which is less than 2. Since N depends only on the thickness 
of the set Y (and not on Y itself) the same holds for k. This finishes the proof of the 
theorem. 0 
Theorem C is now an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.5 and Theorem 3.8: 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let F be a Reebless foliation in M3 closed, hyperbolic. Assume that one 
of the following three conditions hold: 
(i) % has a compact leaf, 
(ii) % has branching in the positive and negative directions, or 
(iii) there are G, H E @ with Qf, # 8 and f$, # 8. 
Then either AF = e for all F E 8, or there is k < 2 so that for any F E #-, AF has Hausdorff 
dimension -C k. The second case implies in particular that the Lebesgue measure of AF for any 
leaf F in 9 is zero. 
4. tV/-FOLIATIONS 
Definition 4.1. Let % be a Reebless foliation in M3 with negatively curved x,(M), so 
that 
(i) % has no compact leaf, 
(ii) @ has branching only in the negative direction, and 
(iii) for any F E 3, $2; # 0 and !A: = 8. 
Then we say that % is a negative g-foliation. If % with the opposite transversal orientation 
satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) then we say that % is a positive ?V-foliation. In general, we say that 
% is a g-foliation if it is either a negative ZV-foliation or a positive @-foliation. 
We concentrate on negative O9-foliations. There are dual results for positive g-foli- 
ations. 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let 9 be a negative %-foliation in M3 closed, with z,(M) negatively curved, 
and let L, F E $. Zf L is in the back of F then AL c AF. 
ProoJ: Let p E flF. Since 9 is a negative CV-foliation, then p E C&. Therefore, F separates 
p from L, so p $ AL, or p E QzL. The result follows. cl 
LEMMA 4.3. Let p be a ?!I-foliation in M3 closed, with negatively curved x1(M). Fix 
a metric in S’,. Then for any E > 0 there is L E g for which AL is E-dense in Si. 
Proof We may assume that P is a negative g-foliation. Recall that the leaf space .X of 
$ is a non-Hausdorff, connected, simply connected, noncompact, oriented, one-dimen- 
sional manifold with countable base. Given these properties, it follows that there is an 
orientation preserving, proper embedding cp:R + 2”. Let xi E R with xi + +co and 
Xi <Xi+1 for all i E N. Let now Fi E &‘-, i E N be the leaf associated to Cp(Xi) E 2”. Hence, 
every Fi intersects a common transversal to 5 and for all i, Fi is in the back of Fi+ 1 and 
Fi+ 1 is in the front of Fi. Finally, the union of the back of Fi is &?. Otherwise, let Vi = (back 
of .Fi), which is an open saturated subset of A. Then Vi c Vi+ 1 for all i. If I/ = Ui. NVi # fi 
then aT/ is a union of leaves of 9. Let L be a leaf contained in dV. Then Fi + L and if y E X 
is the point associated to L then Cp(xi) + y in 2. This contradicts the fact that cp is a proper 
embedding. 
Therefore, for any E E @ there is i E N with E in the back of Pi. By the previous lemma 
AE c AF,. We conclude that 
Given E > 0 choose a finite set Y in S’, which is s/2 dense in S”,. Let y E Y. Given p E AF, 
there is a translate g(FO) with g(p) E ASCFO) and d,(g(p), y) < 42. We can then choose i with 
g(F,) in the back of Fi, hence AF, contains a point g(p) which is s/2 close to y. Let nowj be 
the maximum of the indices occurring. Hence Ar, c AF, for all indices i. This implies that 
AF, is s-dense in S’,. cl 
Remark. This shows that the methods used in the previous section to prove that limit 
sets have Hausdorff dimension < 2, cannot be used for ZV-foliations in hyperbolic 3- 
manifolds; because there is no E > 0 so that for every leaf F E $, AF misses some disk of 
radius E in e. In the next section we prove that there are many examples of g-foliations. 
We will need the following fact: given F Reebless in M3 closed and U, I/ E 8, there is 
a well defined set of leaves between U and I/: 
[U, V] = {U, Vju{F E @ 1 F separates U from V}. 
The set of leaves in [U, V] is homeomorphic to a closed (possibly degenerate) interval if and 
only if U and I/ intersect a common transversal. In general [U, V] = U1 G i c n [S, Ri], where 
Si, Ri intersect a common transversal to g and Ri is not separated from Si+ 1 [l]. If 
Ri _ 1 and Si are not separated on their positive sides then Ri and Si+ 1 are not separated on 
their negative sides, see Fig. 4. When 9 is a negative g-foliation, @ branches only in the 
negative direction and consequently n d 2. This shows that for any G, H E @-, there is a leaf 
L in front of both of them and so that L,G (and L,H) intersect a common transversal. 
Therefore, the front of G intersects the front of H. 
We now prove Theorem G. We do not need to assume that B is a g-foliation. 
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Fig. 4. Leaves which separate U from V 
THEOREM 4.4. Let 9 be a Reebless foliation in M3 closed, with negatively curved 
fundamental group. Then either AF = S”, for all F E @ or Ar has empty interiorfor all F E 9. 
Proof First some general remarks. If AF has nonempty interior we can choose a cover- 
ing translation g with both fixed points in the interior of AF. Given an arbitrary 
neighborhood 2 c S’, of the attracting fixed point of g, there is n big enough so that 
gn(AF) = AgnCF) contains the complement of 2. The naive approach is then to take a leaf in 
the limit of g”(F) and consider its limit set. There are two problems with this approach: first 
the g”(F) may escape in 9 as n + co, so there may not be any leaf in the limit. Second, even if 
there is a limit, it is not at all clear how the limit set of a limit leaf of g”(F) relates to the limit 
(in the geometric topology of closed sets of S’,) of the limit sets of g”(F). 
Assume that AW # S”, for some W E @. Suppose first that 9 is not a V-foliation. Fix 
a metric in S’,. Theorem 3.3 shows that for any I/ E $‘, Q: # 0 # C$. Then the first 
paragraph of the proof of Proposition 3.5 shows that there is E > 0 so that for any leaf 
L E #, AL misses a disk of radius F. If there is F E $ with AF having nonempty interior, then 
the argument outlined in the previous paragraph can be used to produce a contradiction. 
Assume now that 9 is a ?Y-foliation, say a negative ?/-foliation. Suppose there is F E 9 
with AF having nonempty interior. Let U be an open disk in S’, with U c AF and let g be 
a covering translation with both fixed points in U. 
LEMMA 4.5. There is L E $ with g(L), L intersecting a common transversal and an open 
set V c S’, containing the fixed points of g so that V c Ab 
Proof: If F,g(F) intersect a common transversal take L = F. If F is in the back of g(F) 
and g(F) is in the back of F, then the front of F and the front of g(F) would be disjoint. As 
remarked previously, this contradicts # branching only in the negative direction. 
Assume then that F is in the front of g(F) and g(F) is in the front of F. Let 
[F,g(F)] = [F, G]u[H,g(F)], where F, G intersect a common transversal to 3 and so do 
H, g(F). The leaves G, H are not separated on their positive sides. In addition, either G = F 
or G separates H from F and either H = g(F) or H separates G from g(F), see Fig. 5(a). 
Then g(F), g(G) intersect a common transversal. Since g(F) is in the back of both H and 
g(G), and 5 does not branch in the positive direction, it follows that g(G) and H intersect 
a common transversal. If g(G) is in the front of H, then since G, H are not separated on their 
positive sides, it follows that g(G) and G intersect a common transversal, see Fig. 5(a). Since 
F is in the back of G, then AF c Ao, so U c AC. In this case take L = G and V = U. 
If on the other hand, g(G) is in the back of H, notice that g(G) and g(H) are not separated 
on their positive sides. Then g(H) and H intersect a common transversal and g(H) is in the 
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Fig. 5. (a) The case g(G) in front of H, (b) g(G) in the back H. 
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back of H, see Fig. 5(b). As g(F) is in the back of g(G) which is in the back of H, AgtFj c An, 
so g(U) c An. But g(U) is an open set containing the fixed points of g. In this case take 
L == H and I/ = g(U). 
Finally if g(G) = H then g(G) is not separated from G. Fix a transversal y to 9, so that 
y intersects G. A leaf L near G and on its positive side will intersect y and if L is near enough 
G then g(L) will also intersect y (this includes the case that L = g(L)). Since F is in the back 
of G, which is in the back of L, then AF c AG c A,, so we can take V = U. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.4 (continuation). Let L be the leaf given by the previous lemma, so 
AL contains an open set V. If L = g(L) then L = g”(L), so AL = g”(A,) contains all of 
S’, except for an arbitrarily small neighborhood of a fixed point of g. If L # g(L) assume 
that g(L) is in the back of L. Consider g”(L) which are all in the back of L. Then A,“(L) c A, 
is almost all of Sz, except for a small neighborhood of a fixed point of g. In any case since 
AL is closed this implies that AL = S’,,. By Theorem 2.3, As = S’, for any S E 8, contradic- 
tion. This finishes the proof. 0 
Recall that a set A in a complete metric space is ofjrst category if it is a countable union 
of sets with empty interior [28]. The next three results collectively prove Theorem F. Let 
2 = UF6.F AF be the union of all limit sets of leaves of $. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let P be a Reebless, OY-foliation in M3 closed, with rtl(M) negatively 
curved. Then either AF = S”,for all FE 5 or 9 = iJFE.gAF is u set ofjrst category in S’,,. 
Proof: We may assume that 9 is a negative Y-foliation. Suppose that AF # S”, for some 
F E @. Let Fi, i E N be the sequence of leaves defined in Lemma 4.3. By Theorem 4.4, AF, has 
empty interior for all i. Then .Y = UiENAF, is a set of first category in Si. cl 
Let Hd denote the Hausdorff dimension function on sets of C. 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let 9 be a Reebless, JY-foliation in M3 closed, hyperbolic. Assume that 
Ar # e,for some F E $. Then either H,(Z) < 2, or for every leaf F E .g, Hd(AF) = 2. 
Proof: We may assume that P is a negative Y-foliation. Suppose that there is F E $ 
with Hd(AF) = k < 2. Given L E 5, there is a covering translation g of fi so that g(L) in the 
back of F. Hence AecL, c AF so Hd(AgcLj) 6 k < 2 and the same is true for AL. Since 
9’ = UieNAF, then Hd(Y) = k < 2. 0 
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COROLLARY 4.8. Let 9 be a Reebless, %-foliation in M3 closed, hyperbolic. Then either 
9 has zero Lebesgue measure; or 56 is a set offiill Lebesgue measure andfor every leaf F E 8, 
Ar has positive Lebesgue measure. 
Proof Assume that 5 is a negative ?Y-foliation. Let m denote Lebesgue measure in c. 
As _Y is a countable union of closed sets in C (AF,, i E N), then dp is a Bore1 set, hence _Y is 
measurable. In addition 2 is invariant under covering translations. 
Since M is closed, the group of covering translations of fi acts ergodically on C:. 
This follows from the fact that the geodesic flow on the unit tangent bundle T’M is 
ergodic: because given a measurable x1(M) invariant set U of positive measure in c:, 
consider the unit vectors in H3 defining geodesics of H3 with both endpoints in U. 
This produces a set of positive measure in T’fi invariant under covering translations, 
hence a set of positive measure in T’M which is invariant by the geodesic flow. The 
ergodicity of the geodesic flow in T1 M was originally proved by Hopf [ZO], see also account 
by Nichols [26]. 
The ergodic action of x1(M) in C implies that either m(Z) = 0 or 2 has full measure. If
_Y has full measure then there is some Fi call it F with m(Ar) > 0. Then for any L E 9, there 
is a covering translate g(F) of F, with g(F) in the back of L. Hence Ascn c AL and 
m(A,& > 0, so m(AL) > 0. 0 
5. EXAMPLES OF ‘?J-FOLIATIONS 
We prove that the examples constructed by Meigniez [23] of foliations with one-sided 
branching in hyperbolic 3-manifolds, are in fact g-foliations. 
Our description follows [23, pp. 497-5003. Let C be a closed orientable hyperbolic 
surface with a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism 4 satisfying: there is a closed l-form 8 with 
saddle type singularities o that there is a real constant 1 > 1 for which 4*tI = i0. These can 
be obtained by starting with an Anosov diffeomorphism on the two torus and taking 
branched covers of the torus, see [S, expose 13, Section II]. The form 8 is the l-form defining 
the singular stable foliation 6 of 4. Let d be the lift of d to 2 = H2. 
Let M be the suspension of 4 that is M = C x R/(p, t) N (q(p, t)) where cp(p, t) = (4(p), 
t + 1). Since 4 is pseudo-Anosov, Thurston [35] showed that M is hyperbolic. Let 
&$ = Z x R. Then fi = 2 x R. Let 7~ : Ii? -+ M be the universal covering map, let i? : fi -+ YZ 
defined by k(p, t) = p and let %: fi + 2 defined by 5(p, t) = p. Let R = (;I)*0 + I’dt. This 
form is never 0 and defines a nonsingular foliation # in fi. R is equivariant under cp, that is 
‘p*Q = An. Hence fl induces a nonsingular foliation 9 in M. 
Let 6,,(p, t) = (p, t + s) be a nonsingular flow in fi. Then 8) induces a flow in M which is 
a pseudo-Anosov flow in M. Let 8) be the lift to A. 
Let F be a leaf of 9 and (p, t) be a point in F so that p is in a leaf fi of b. Then j3 x {t} c F, 
since Q(Dj) = 0, where D/I stands for a nonzero tangent vector field to /?. 
The other way to produce curves in F E @ which will be fundamental to us is as follows: 
Let (pO, to) E F. Start with a curve 7 c Z which is transversal to 8 and so that p. E y. We view 
y under a special parametrization: y : R + C : y + y(y), so that y*e = dy and y passes through 
p. at the instant y. = a(t,) where a is given by 
If 
x:R+R, a(t)= -L 
log(A). 
Then define a curve p: R + fi by p(t) = (y(a(t)), t). It is easy to prove that ~*a = 0 so p has 
image in F [23] and is a lift of a portion of y to Q. Since d has dense leaves in Z, the above 
fact implies that F is dense in A. Hence all leaves of 9 are dense in M. 
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Notice that LX(~) + -cc as t + + co, whereas a(t) + 0 when t + -co. This implies that 
any transversal curve can always be completely lifted in the negative transversal direction to 
B, while this is not always the case in the positive direction. 
Meigniez [23] showed that ._@ has non-Hausdorff leaf space and branches only in the 
negative direction. Here is the basic idea: the foliation % is transversely euclidean. This 
defines a developing map 0” : fi + R which is a surjective submersion and constant along 
leaves of %. We stress that this map is not projection onto the second coordinate in fi. 
Meigniez proved that the set 8-‘([ y, + co)) is connected for any y E R, which shows that 
% has no branching in the positive direction. Conversely, he showed that for any y E R, 
o”- ’([-co, y]) has infinitely many components, which shows that % has branching in the 
negative direction. 
Since Q(a/&) = i’ is never zero, then the tangent vector field to & forms a transver- 
sal vector field to %. Let the positive transversal orientation to .@ to be that of increasing t. 
Let F E %. We claim that F intersects a leaf of 8 at most once. Suppose not. Then 
there is a segment of 6 which is transverse to % and connects two intersections. Connect 
the two endpoints in F by an arc in F. After a small perturbation of this closed 
curve, we produce a closed transversal to %-, hence a null homotopic closed transversal to 
% in M. By Novikov’s theorem [27] this forces the existence of a Reeb component of % 
in M, hence a compact leaf of % in M. This is a contradiction to all leaves of % being 
dense in M. 
Given F E @, let 9(F) = T?(F) c 2. 
LEMMA 5.1. For any FE 9, Y(F) is an open, connected, b-saturated proper subset of 2. 
Proof: As seen in the previous paragraph, the map ii is one to one in F. In addition Y(F) 
is clearly an open, connected set in 2. If p E 9(F), let b be the leaf of 2 through p and let t E R 
so that (p, t) E F. As seen before b x {t> c F, hence /I c B(F). 
We now prove the last statement. Suppose there is F E @ with 9(F) = 2. Let L E 5’. 
Assume L is above F. Then let (p, t) E L and (p, to) E F, hence t > to. Choose a translate g(F) 
of F with (p, tl) E g(F) and t < tl, so g(F) is above L. If .9’(L) # 2, let z E B!?(L) and let 
Zi E 9(L) with zi + z and Ui E R with (zi, Ui) E L. Define to,51 : C + R by (w, to(w)) E F and 
(w, (Ii(w)) E g(F). The maps to, {I are continuous because F is tranverse to the vector field 
a/&. Then since L separates F from g(F), this implies that so(zi) < Ui < ti(zi). Hence Ui is 
bounded near z and we can choose zi with Ui + u*. Since L is a closed subset of 1\2i, it follows 
that (z,u*) E L, contradiction to z $9(L). Hence 9(L) = 2. 
Since Y(L) = 2 for all L E # it easily follows that the leaf space of @ is Hausdorff, 
contradiction. 0 
Consequently, &Y(F) is a nonempty union of leaves of 8. Given a subset I/ of 2 let V x R 
be &(I’) c &?. Similarly define I/ x R c fi for V c C. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. For any F E p”, AF # c. 
Proof: Let I’ be a leaf of 2 so that V c S’(F). Then V x R c a is disjoint from F. But 
I/ x R is quasi-isometrically embedded in H3 [S]. This means that distance along Z x R is at 
most a bounded multiplicative distortion of distance in H3 (at least for big enough 
distances) [33,17]. This implies that J = A VxR is a Jordan curve in e [33,17]. One of the 
components of e - J is therefore disjoint from AF, so the result follows. 0 
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Let now 2 be a boundary leaf of P(F). Fix p E 2 and let y be a segment in the lift to 2 of 
the unstable foliation of 4 [6] (hence y is transversal to 6). In addition, suppose that y has 
one endpoint in p and the other in 4 E P(F). Let to E R so that (q, to) E F. We want to lift y 
to F. As before, parametrize y : y ---f y(y) so that y*0 = dy. In addition, q = y(yO) where 
y. = a(to), and c( : R --+ R is given by a(t) = - i’/log(J.). Let p(t) = (y(cc(t)), t). Then, p(t) E F. 
Since the only obstruction to lifting to F is that the t coordinate goes to - co, we must have 
that y(a(t)) + p when t + - co. We conclude that Z x R is in the front of F. Hence the 
component of QZF which contains a disk bounded by AzxR, is in front of F. 
Since f g Hz, let Sk be the circle at infinity associated to 2. There is a geodesic 
lamination in C called the stable lamination of 4, which is essentially obtained by pulling 
tight the leaves of 8: (1) Each nonsingular leaf of 8 is homotopic to a unique geodesic in C. 
(2) A singular leaf of & has a unique p-prong singularity with p z 3. After splitting it into 
p nonsingular leaves, each is homotopic to a unique geodesic in C [6]. Therefore, each leaf of 
8 has well-defined limit points in S’,. 
LEMMA 5.3. There are injinitely many components of 89(F). No two components share an 
ideal point in S&. 
Proof Let Z, W be different components of &Y(F). Then Z, W are contained in leaves of 
the stable foliation 8 in 2. If they share an ideal point in S& then they must share a half leaf 
in 2 [6]. This is because the only leaves of the stable geodesic lamination in 2 which share 
ideal points are asymptotic leaves [6]. When they are collapsed to a p-prong singular leaf of 
d, then the asymptotic rays collapse to the same half leaf. But then Z and W would not be 
entirely contained in L%‘(F), contradiction. 
We now claim that the limit set of 9(F) in Sk does not contain any open interval. 
Otherwise let I be an interval of Sk in the limit set of Y(F). Let y be a closed transversal to 
d in I: and lift it to y c 2 with both ideal points in 1. Lift 7 to a curve p with image in F. The 
general construction of lifts then shows that y must have one finite endpoint which is in 
&Y(F). This contradicts the properties of F. 
This shows that there are infinitely many components of 89(F) and the limit set of 
Y(F) has no interior in S’,, and no isolated points in Sk. Therefore it is a Cantor set 
in Sk. 0 
Given w E 2 then &R(w) c H3 is a quasigeodesic in H3 [S, 24,331. This means that 
distance along &(w) is at most a bounded multiplicative distortion of distance in fi (at 
least for big enough distances) [33,17]. It follows that i&(w) is a bounded distance from 
a geodesic of H3 and hence it has well-defined limit points in C [33]: 
q+(w) = lim G*(w), y_(w) = lim 8+(w). 
1++T. *+-a, 
PROPOSITION 5.4. If Z c H’(F) then Az xR c A,. 
Proof: Let p E Z and ,U be the curve described just prior to Lemma 5.3. Hence p(t) is 
asymptotic to &((p,O)) as t +-co. Therefore, p(t) converges to y_(p) E AZxR, so 
q _ (p) E &. This argument shows that F is becoming very close to bigger and bigger subsets 
of Z x R in the negative direction. 
On the other hand, the intrinsic geometry of Z x R is as follows [S]: after scaling the 
metric it is isometric to H2. In the upper half space model of H2 the flow lines p x R 
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correspond to vertical geodesics in Hz. Let S”, be the intrinsic circle at infinity of 2 x R. The 
points of S”, correspond to the (distinct) negative ideal points of flow lines p x R and the 
common forward ideal point of all flow lines. Since Z x R is quasi-isometrically embedded 
in H3 [S], then the embedding z: Z x R + H3 extends to a continuous embedding 
z: (Z x R)uSz -+ H3& [17]. Therefore A ZxR = z(SL). The characterization of the points 
in S”, then implies that A ZxR = q_(Z)uq+(p) [5,11]. The previous paragraph shows that 
A, contains (AZxR - q+(p)). But AF is closed, hence the result follows. 0 
Recall that a Sierpinski curve in c is the complement of a countable, dense union of 
open disks in c. 
COROLLARY 5.5. For any F E @, AF is a Sierpinski curve and Cl: = 8. 
.Proof: Let Z E &Y(F). Then AZxR c AF. In addition, one component of Rz X R is disjoint 
from AF. For any two Z, W the corresponding components are distinct. Therefore, there are 
infinitely many components of &. By Theorem 4.4, AF has empty interior. 
Let now C be a component of l[zF. If Zi is a collection of leaves of 8 with Zi escaping 
every compact set of 2 as i +co, then the diameter of A z, X R is converging to zero as i + 00 
[5,24]. Using the fact that the limit set of 2 x (0) c &? is c [33], it follows that C contains 
A ,,,forsome WE2’. 
If P(F) contains W in its boundary then we proved that AWxR c AF, contradiction. If 
P(F) contains W in its interior, then there is t,, with W x {to} c F. The limit points of 
W x (to} are q+(p). This would imply that AFnAw xR # 8 again a contradiction. 
We conclude that there is a unique leaf Z of 8, so that Z c 89(F) and Z separates 
W from P(F). Hence Z x R separates W x R from F. Since Z x R is in front of F, so is 
W x R. This implies that C is in front of F and in fact C is one of the complementary 
components of AZ X R. This shows that C is above F and proves the second assertion of the 
theorem. 
Finally this argument shows that each component of R, is a complementary component 
of AzxR for some Z c &Y(F). This finishes the proof that AF is a Sierpinski curve. 0 
COROLLARY 5.6. F is a negative 9Y-foliation in M. 
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